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Modular Homes vs. Manufactured Homes 
 
 

No they are not the same thing! But if you are in 
the market for a modular home the salesperson 
might very well refer toitasamanufacturedhome.  
 
Even though modular homes and manufactured 
homes are both used as quality year-round homes 
they differ in many other respects. For instance, 
my friend lives in an old, single-wide manufactured 
home, which is a lot closer to a trailer than a 
typical home. Mobile homes trailers are the very 
old manufactured homes which still exist (talk 
about strong quality) but are not very common or 
popular today. Manufactured homes including the 
rare old mobile home trailers, will often find 
permanent residence in a trailer park or 
manufactured home community; whereas modular 
homes can be placed on a plot of land in almost 
any neighborhood that passes state and regional bylaws.  
 
The difference between modular and manufactured homes is often in the permanence. For instance, 
modular homes are placed on a permanent foundation; whereas trailers, or manufactured homes are built 
on a steel chassis with wheels attached. This is so the trailer can be moved or towed. Almost always the 
wheels are removed, and the manufactured home exteriors are finished to closely match the look of 
traditional homes. It is possible to reattach the wheels and move the manufactured home in the future.  
 
In addition, if you plan to build a modular home and transport it to a land plot, the land you want to build 
on might be subject to restrictions. Please check with your state and regional building laws before you 
buy! An occasional issue with modular home buyers is not having enough setback clearance on their 
building site to place the large size modular home they desire. 
 
Also, manufactured homes and modular homes have differing resale values - and if you were selling your 
home you would want to get top dollar for what it was worth - wouldn't you? Modular homes typically have 
much better resale value than manufactured homes built on a steel chassis according to the HUD building 
code. 
 
Let's start with a brief overview of manufactured vs. modular homes... 
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Modular Homes 

 Often referred to as factory-built (or pre-fabricated) homes. 

 Modular homes come pre-built in sections from the factory. 

 Modular homes are then transported to the building site on truck beds, and set together using by a 

large crane and construction workers at the building site. 

 They are finished on location, and must conform to all local, state or regional building codes. 

 After the contractor places the modular home on site and completes the finishing work, a local 

building inspector will visit the site to inspect the home to ensure its construction adheres to the state 

or regional requirements and that all finish work was completed safely and up to standard. 

 Modular homes are placed on a permanent foundation at the building site and often have full 

basements. 

 Modular homes are sometimes used to expedite the creation of planned communities or large 

residential projects like college dormitories. 

 Modular homes are typically larger than manufactured homes - they have full kitchens, bathrooms 

and bedrooms, washer and dryer hookups. Many even have fireplaces and dishwashers. 

 Modular homes are typically more expensive per square foot than manufactured homes. 

 The home equity of a well-built modular home will continue to grow in value over time. Upgrades can 

also be added like sun rooms, gas fireplaces, porches, garages, etc. 
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Manufactured Homes 

 Very old models are sometimes referred to as mobile homes or trailers 

 Manufactured houses are pre-constructed completely in the factory on a permanent, fixed steel 

chassis. 

 Manufactured homes have wheels which are typically detached once the unit is towed to the 

residence. 

 Manufactured homes typically have skirting/siding around the bottom of them to hide where the 

wheels were removed and to give it the appearance of a typical home. 

 Manufactured homes must abide by a Federal HUD building code. 

 Once built the manufactured home (typically 1-3 units) is moved to its final residence using their own 

wheels. 

 Manufactured homes remain on their steel chassis, and do not have basements. Theoretically they 

can be moved but that rarely happens. 

 Manufactured homes often face special residential zoning restrictions which can limit their placement. 

 Some families use the old and smaller manufactured homes for mobile vacation homes. 

 Mobile homes technically are manufactured homes but are very different when compared to today's 

manufactured homes. 

 Building inspectors are sometimes called in to inspect the electrical and propane gas hookups, but 

trailers do not need to pass a building code for occupation. 

 Manufactured homes are generally less expensive than modular homes. 

 Manufactured homes are often a little harder to finance and generally decrease in home equity valu 
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